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HyLand-Symposium: Federal Minister Dr.
Wissing welcomes new hydrogen regions –
HyPerformer enters second round

Federal Minister Dr. Wissing opened the HyLand Symposium in

Berlin today. In addition to presenting the subsidy notes to the

second round HyExperts and greeting the 15 new HyStarter

regions, he announced another call in the HyPerformer category.

All categories are now in the second phase of the BMDV initiative:

‘HyLand – Hydrogen Regions in Germany’ ...

Read more

First zero-emission pusher boat ELEKTRA
christened in Westhafen, Berlin

In Berlin’s Westhafen today, Mayor Franziska Giffey christened the

ELEKTRA. After almost two years of construction at the Hermann

Barthel GmbH shipyard in Derben and transfer to the Westhafen

in Berlin, now the long-term testing of this unique, innovative and

emission-free pusher boat can begin ...

Read more

Federal Ministry of the Environment begins new round of funding for
‘Environmental Technologies Export Initiative’ (EXI)

The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Nuclear Safety and Consumer

Protection (BMUV) has launched a new funding round of the ‘Environmental Technologies Export

Initiative’ (EXI). Project outlines may now be submitted. NOW GmbH is the contact for the green

hydrogen and fuel cell technologies area ...

Read more

The National Competency Network for
Sustainable Mobility celebrates birthday:
Network supporting municipalities for three
years now

The network was founded by the Federal Ministry for Digital and

Transport (BMDV), Saarland as chair of the Transport Ministers’

Conference and the Association of German Cities in April 2019.

The idea was that NaKoMo brings together, facilitates networking

and supports the sustainable mobility pioneers in the

municipalities, the federal states and the federal government ...

Read more

Electric vehicles account for a quarter of new
monthly registrations in April

In April 2022, 45,992 electric vehicles (24,287 of which were fully

electric vehicles and 21,705 plug-in hybrids) were registered in

Germany. The current total figure: 1.5 million e-vehicles, of which

almost 800,000 are fully electric. More information can be found in

the monthly KBA report from NOW ...

Read more

Hubject and NOW GmbH to cooperate on
charging infrastructure data together in future

Berlin company Hubject facilitates simple sharing of mobility data

and has developed software for NOW GmbH that makes charging

easier and more user-friendly for e-car drivers. The software,

called CONDAX, converts charging station data like for example,

availability status, into the DATEX II format ...

Read more



Next HyStarter begins work: Dialogue event in
the four-gated city of Neubrandenburg

As part of the HyStarter project, the four-gated city of

Neubrandenburg and the district of the Mecklenburg Lakeland

want to jointly determine how hydrogen technology can be

profitably used in our region. Of particular interest here is what

role hydrogen can play for climate protection, heat provision,

power storage and above all mobility, and under which conditions

the use of hydrogen is possible in our region overall ...

Read more

Hystarter Bendorf launches into the hydrogen
era

It’s the beginning of an new era in Bendorf: On 4 May, the city took

its first step on the road to a regional hydrogen strategy with its

first information event for interested citizens, commercial partners,

municipal entities, trade associations, and scientific and political

representatives ...

Read more

Events

Powerfuel Week in Lucerne – Switzerland’s first hydrogen forum

14.-22.05.2022 | Lucerne, Switzerland

Read more

polisMOBILITY 2022

18.-21.05.2022 | Cologne

Read more

Hannover Messe 2022

30.05.-02.06.2022 | Online & on site

Read more

FC³ – Fuel Cell Conference Chemnitz

31.05.-01.06.2022 | Chemnitz

Weiterlesen

Flotte – The fleet industry get-together for 2022

01.-02.06.2022 | Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre

Read more

EVS35 – 35nd International Electric Vehicle Symposium & Exhibition

11.-15.06.2022 | Oslo

Read more

SGEC seminar: The road to hydrogen mobility economies – in which vehicle
segments will hydrogen play a role?

21.06.2022 | Online

Read more

GREENTECH FESTIVAL

22.-24.06.2022 | Berlin

Read more

14th Science Forum Mobility 2022 (Wissenschaftsforum Mobilität)

23.06.2022 | Duisburg

Read more



WEEK OF HYDROGEN SOUTH (WOCHE DES WASSERSTOFFS SÜD)

25.06.-03.07.2022 | on site

Read more

SGEC seminar: New Energy Commercial Vehicle Safety

05.07.2022 | Online

Read more

German Hydrogen General Assembly

06.-07.07.2022 | Online & on site

Read more

13th VDV Electric Bus Conference and Trade fair ElekBu – Mobility of the Future

12.-13.07.2022 | Berlin

Read more

SGEC seminar: How can green hydrogen be made available and used in transport
applications?

26.07.2022 | Online

Read more

Hydrogen Online Conference – HOC

08.11.2022 | Online

Read more

Problems with charging? Test persons wanted!

01.01.-31.12.2022

Read more
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